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Born in Angola, Tiago Borges, grew up dreaming, in a context of war and dystopia.
In his work he often incorporates a number of materials to give body to metaphoric and artistic possibilities using his characteristic form 
of irony. Objects and images are often subtracted from their original contexts and grouped in determined ways which provoke an effect of 
‘estranging’, evoking esoteric-cum-provocative imaginaries. His outputs include web pages, diagrams, schemes, installations, machines that 
produce sound effects, apparent random stacking of symbols/objects, amputated neon/toys, low-fi systems, broken grammatics and formu-
lae, stencil and graffitti, editorial/cinematographic projects and an endless array of drawings and sketches expressing psycho-geographies/
philosophies of contemporary perceptions and dyslexia. Using excess as breath, the anarchic ghosts in his works escape territorialisation.

He has participated in several exhibitions, among others Homo Kosmos (with Yonamine) at Galeria da Av da Índia (Lisbon), Head With Many 
Thoughts at Museum of Contemporary Art CAC Vilnius, Jahmek Contemporary Art at ARCO Lisboa 2019 (Opening Prize winner), 31st Bienal de 
São Paulo, Casa Africa at ARCO Madrid 2010, Zeitgeist Gestalten at Rhizome.org (New Museum, NY; winner of Ministry of Culture/DGARTES 
digital art prize), Futurism vs We Are The World at VPF Art (Lisbon), Europa Central at Plataforma Revolver, Tentativa d’Agotar un Lloc Africa 
at Centro de Arte Santa Monica (Barcelona), Réplica e Rebeldia at Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil...



Homo Kosmos (cough cough)
Tiago Borges + Yonamine

 
curated by Tobi Maier

Galeria da Av da Índia, Lisbon
June - September 2020



Homo Kosmos (cough cough) by Tiago Borges and Yonamine con-
tinues the artists’ collaborative journey from where they left off 
their diamond shaped AfroUFO in São Paulo (2014). AfroUFO was 
made exposing the sweat and scars of those never contemplated 
by history. A history that has not “cured” anything yet but instead 
perpetuates injustice and racism into the present. Thus, AfroUFO 
conjured Lee Scratch Perry’s call for consciousness, righteousness 
and godliness[1] and represented the possibility of simultaneous 
resistance, manifestation and flight towards the dystopias and uto-
pias of the African continent and a future set within the aesthetics 
and anxieties of the post-Internet universe.

One life cycle and almost seven years later, it seems spirits have 
changed, and the mood has gotten darker. After the worldwide 
spread of Covid-19 we find ourselves emerging from a lockdown, 
experienced by those who could afford it. Yet, lockdown has been 
an institution imposed on the artists already during childhood in An-
gola. The Angolan Civil War broke in 1975 – shortly after the peaceful 
carnation revolution woke Portugal from the Estado Novo – and al-
most exactly 400 years after the Portuguese established their first 
colonial settlements in the territory during 1575. This civil war fared 
for more than 20 years and through 2002. Much of their everyday 
life took place under a permanent state of alert. Prevailing notions 
of curfew and police violence today evoke Bob Marley’s lyrics for 
Burnin’ And Lootin’ from 1973: “This morning I woke up in a curfew, 
Oh, God, I was a prisoner, too, yeah!, Could not recognize the faces 
standing over me, They were all dressed in uniforms of brutality, eh!”

For Homo Kosmos (cough cough) at Galeria da Avenida da Índia, Tia-
go Borges and Yonamine have developed new works to create psy-

cho spheres of cure, paving the way towards yet another cosmos with 
a new history. The artists are working with the idea of potency that 
translates possibility into actuality. A black-light lid ambience situates 
the viewer in a setting reminiscent of a laboratory. Visitors are greeted 
by a rock that reflects reality, past and present on multiple surfaces. 
The rock places us in relation to Planet Earth that has been exploit-
ed by human mankind, yet it also represents a launching platform for 
ideas and a mirror for reflection. Its different skins confront the viewer 
with a universal, critical and ironic view of techno-evolutionary vec-
tors. These vectors speak about the acceleration of life that forces us 
to seek technological supports.

The more we are connected, the lonelier we become. With Homo Kos-
mos (cough cough), Tiago Borges and Yonamine address technology as 
a spiritual archetype, the inhuman speed imposed upon us by accel-
erated capitalism. A motor – or techno-financial, techno-linguistic and 
techno-informational automatism – that consumes energy and leaves 
behind waste and pollution that result from actions of investment, 
production and consumption: actions we might not be able to demo-
cratically dominate but instead are left to deal with once our jobs have 
become superfluous.

Yet, Homo Kosmos (cough cough) is also an invitation to understand 
distances that separate us from nature. In a bid to apprehend where 
we came from, we operate in a dreamlike state and struggle with the 
mystique of repair or a return to a supposed ‘normality’ that might 
never again materialize. “We must transform impotence into a line of 
flight away from the universe of competition”[2] states Bifo Berardi, 
hoping – together with Guattari – that from “chaotic hyper-sensitivity, 
a new cosmos could emerge.”[3] A set of pieces at the gallery com-



posed of sculpture, shadows, moving image and sound evoke the notion of an all-encompassing Gesamtkunstwerk.

Thus, Homo Kosmos (cough cough) is akin to the Intensivist movement founded during 1948 in Mato Grosso, which “created a superimposi-
tion of images in order to achieve intensity.”[4] It is this kind of intensity that Borges and Yonamine are interested in. There is nothing more 
repulsive than the flakiness of an eventual possibility that might be surfacing if only we wait long enough. Their images, appropriated from 
nature, the streets of the world and created from an imaginative sphere oscillate between 21st century constructivist fury and fear, defense 
and attack. Homo Kosmos (cough cough) invites figures like yourself to help invent a new soundtrack for future realities. A ‘neo-human’ era 
where racism and discrimination are overcome, humanist ideals and solidarity are tangible, and the sky belongs to everyone: Black Star is a 
star in the astrocene of the Afro-imaginary.

Tobi Maier

1. In Go Down Evil published on The Orb’s The Orbserver in the Star House released in August 2012 on Cooking Vinyl / The End Records.
2. Berardi Bifo, Franco Futurability: The Age of Impotence and the Horizon of Possibility, London: Verso, 2017, p.94
3. ibid., p.29
4. Wlademir Dias-Pino in Intensified reading, expanded writing (a conversation with Wlademir Dias-Pino on intensivism, concrete poetry, process/poem 

and the visual encyclopedia), OEI #66 poema/processo, Stockholm, 2014, p.145





















Amnesia (instalation)

Head With Many Thoughts
curated by Neringa Bumblienė, Julija Fomina, Virginija Januškevičiūtė, 
Ūla Tornau and Asta Vaičiulytė

Contemporary Art Centre, Vilnius
Feb - May 2020 



Tiago Borges’s installation ‘Amnesia’ is permeated by pessimism. Projected onto a chaotic arrangement of various-sized screens, imagery of 
the speckled depths of space and celestial bodies has been haphazardly brought together. It is a polluted universe and its colours are as 
bright as TV or cell phone screens; the planets seem to be thrown around in no specific order. Scattered among them are posters with pho-
tographs of dilapidated cities and rubbish-heaps. Nature devastated by people, ruins devastated by nature, people trampled by civilization. 
The posters are fluttering in a wind coming from an unknown direction. Maybe the universe will manage to forget people.

Grada







C.o.n.s.t.r.u.c.t.i.o.n. (instalation)

Jahmek Contemporary Art Booth
2nd Arco Opening Award 

Arco Lisboa International Art Fair, Lisbon
May 2019 



C.o.n.s.t.r.u.c.t.i.o.n. is an installation that updates the disruptive power of Tiago Borges’ (Luanda, 1973) work and the dystopian gestures that 
have been marking his artistic production. The use of low-fi materials, the availability in approximating opposite references (almost surreally) 
or the deconstruction of pop iconography and politics of African independence movements, refer to previous projects, such as AfroUfo, that 
Tiago Borges and Yonamine presented at the Bienal de São Paulo (2014). However, if then, the Ufologist fiction prevailed, here, the commen-
tary is addressed to the ruin of modernity and history itself, configured first as tragedy and then as farce (Marx).
If the world goes on in crisis, history has not become progress, capital has not suppressed inequalities, and God died (Notre-Dame burned),
and now what? Instead of feeding the neurosis guilt that per passes today’s West, Tiago Borges’ artistic gesture meets the hybrid and the 
impure as marks of non-canonical modernity processes developed outside the axis Europe-North America. “Purity is a myth” or “I embody 
revolt”
by the Brazilian artist Hélio Oiticica, the irony inscribed in Tiago Borges’ work, the poetic struggle of so many other artists (musicians, hackers, 
craftsmen, designers) of his generation, celebrate the relationship between mixture and modernity leading us to understand the specificities 
of histories reversing History.
C.o.n.s.t.r.u.c.t.i.o.n. gathers signs disjointed of their official meaning and responds ironically to the idea of memorial or monument. Heraldics, 
QR Codes, political “souvenirs” and banners resemble spoils of a battle, deepen the artist’s vocabulary and his creative freedom, going far 
beyond any strictly political meaning.
This is the impure homeland of Tiago Borges. Between utopia and joy, blending vital energy with challenging the norm.... C.o.n.s.t.r.u.c.t.i.o.n.

Marta Mestre











Onomatopoeia (residency publication)

Crossing Night / Hacer Noche
city wide exhibition of art in Oaxaca

Centro de las Artes San Augustin, Etla
Centro de Arte San Pablo, Oaxaca
Nov 2018 - Feb 2019 



Angolan artist Tiago Borges took part in the residency program conducted at Centro de las Artes de San Agustín and has work in the exhi-
bition. Borges’s interests are in collaboration, working with sculpture, playing on words and visuals and disturbing the idea of the garden of 
Eden.

“I am often interested in site specific experiments,” says Borges. “What happens on arrival to a place, what to consider and what form expe-
riences have from the meeting to the interacting point of view”. His work reflects on themes, such as history, life and the dance between 
death and desire in his work. Borges’ fusion of words, visuals and sculpture take the form of a fanzine printed in blue over pink.

Zaayan Jappie (in ‘okayafrica.com’)









AfroUFO
Tiago Borges + Yonamine

 
curated by Pablo Lafuente

31st Bienal de São Paulo
Parque Ibirapuera, São Paulo
2014 



AfroUFO by Tiago Borges and Yonamine, with musical contributions from Cibelle Cavalli Bastos, represents the possibility of flight, or the jour-
ney to another reality in the future. Metaphorically the work connects to utopia possibly to be found in the neighbouring African continent, 
otherwise little represented in the exhibition. With an electronic sound, fluorescent graffiti, HD animations in black and white that evoke the 
Brazilian neoconcrete spirit, AfroUFO is also one of the few works in the show conveying the aesthetics and anxieties of the post-internet 
universe, in which many of us live.

Tobi Maier (in ‘IDEA #45’)



















Paper Chiefs ( installation )

Home and Abroad 
by Triangle Arts Trust / Xerem

Art residency at Casa do Gaiato, Sintra 
Oct -Nov 2010 





Futurism  vs  We Are The World

VPF Rock Gallery, Lisbon 
Jun - Jul 2008 



IN THE FUTURE WE TRUST – “BELIEVE ME OR NOT” 

Operator – A person that sets things to work.
In a context, where the artist’s functions are constantly broadening (‘artist-ethnographer’, ‘artist-curator’) the notion of operator is of great 
relevance. To operate, to harness a specific program or to power (un)determined outputs.
Tiago Borges (TB) resorts to several materials to give meaning to artistic possibilities he formulates, using his characteristic form of irony. 
Often, in his practice, objects are displaced from their original contexts and reorganized in determined forms, producing an ‘estrangening’ 
effect (the logic of the ready-made). His metodology is active and economical: all ideas are used and nothing is set aside, because only with 
the inclusion of criativity one can bring the poetic and aesthetical dimension to the common. 

TB works like a ‘bricoleur’ (I would say ‘playcoleur’), incessantly reworking the materials he uses, looking for new association possibilities, 
transforming them and himself, ... inventing new forms. Web pages that store graphic images, diagrams, algorithms, sound effect machines, 
almost random amalgamation of objects, neon lights with amputated toys, stencil and graffiti, editorial projects, cinematographic or decora-
tive... and at the base the drawing habit that exercises his swift thought and registers daily psichogeographies.

Marta Mestre











Zeitgeist Gestalten (web art)

Commissioned Winner of the Web Art Competition promoted by 
Direcção Geral das Artes / Ministry of Culture of Portugal
(Art Base Selection Rhizome.org)

www.tigochi.com/z_g/
2007

http://www.tigochi.com/z_g/


Z_G or Zeitgeist Gestalten (Zeitgeist: the spirit of the time + Gestalten: shape; an expression that evokes ‘giving shape to the spirit of time’) 
is a web application that allows users to visually experience poetic/subjective versions of webpages.

Generally, as commercial and corporate online presences are often updated and redesigned (following ever evolving design technologies), Z_G 
proposes to be an instrument of visual navigation into ‘more than the sum of the parts’ of a website.

A field to type in a website address, a GO button that activates the Z_G and colour palettes that allow visual filtering of the newly generated 
web landscapes. Navigation into more landscapes is possible by clicking where the link icon appears on the page. 

Z_G navigation is realtime.

Project link: www.tigochi.com/z_g/

https://www.tigochi.com/z_g/






Money / Honey (installation)

Lisboa / Luanda / Maputo
curated by Victor Pinto da Fonseca

Torre Nascente da Cordoaria Nacional, Lisbon
2007







Ear Massage (installation)

Trance It: Michele Magema + Tiago Borges
curated by Fernando Alvim

Camouflage: Satellite of the Centre of Contemporary Art of Africa, 
Brussels
2004





TIAGO BORGES 

Luanda, Angola (1973)
BA (with Honours), University of Manchester (Manchester 1998) 
MA Interaction Design, Royal College of Art (London 2003) 
Tutor at ESAD (Caldas da Rainha, Portugal) from 2006 to 2012

2022

7th Biennale de Lubumbashi (RD Congo)

2020

Homo Kosmos (cough cough), Tiago Borges + Yonamine, 
Galeria da Av da Índia (Lisbon)

Head With Many Thoughts, 
Contemporary Art Centre (Vilnius)

2019

Jahmek Contemporary Art, 
Arco Lisboa (Lisbon) → Opening Prize ☻

2018

Hacer Noche / Crossing Night, 

Centro de Arte San Pablo (Oaxaca) ▲

Individuo, Cidade, Metamorfose, 
Jahmek Contemporary Art (Luanda)

2017

Collective poster exhibition, ZDB / Mike Goes West 
(Lisbon)

2015

5th Bienal de Culturas Lusófonas, 
Centro de Exposições de Odivelas (Lisbon)

2014

AfroUFO, Tiago Borges + Yonamine, 
31st Bienal de São Paulo (São Paulo)

2013

Jaz aqui na pequena praia extrema, 
ZDB (Lisbon) ▲



2012

Held by Another, Casa Independente (Lisbon) ☻

2011

Installation for Sara & André, Amoreiras Art, 
Amoreiras Shopping Centre (Lisbon)

Arte In’Visible, ARCO 2010, Madrid Art Fair (Madrid)

POP UP Chiado, Galerias do Chiado (Lisbon)

Home and Abroad, 
Triangle Arts Trust, Casa do Gaiato (Sintra) ▲

2010 

Fumaça, Bristol-Lisbon Gallery (Lisbon) ☻

2009 

Luxury Goods: The Meaning of Art, Luxury Goods (London)

Panoptikon vs. The Forces of Extinction, Exteril Gallery (Porto) ☻

2008 

Europa Central, 
Plataforma Revólver (Lisbon)

Red Bull Music Academy / Lisbon Taster (Lisbon)
Tentativa d’Agotar un Lloc Africá, 
Centro d’Art Santa Monica (Barcelona)

Oi da Rádio, sound exhibition, 
Paço das Artes (São Paulo)

Vª Bienal de São Tomé e Príncipe (São Tomé)

Terrain Vague, Multipistes / Casa Africa 
(Las Palmas de Gran Canaria) ▲

Gabinete Transnatural de Domingos Vandelli, National Museum, 
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (Rio de Janeiro)

Lusophonia, Hangar (Barcelona)

Futurism vs. We Are The World, VPF Rock Gallery (Lisbon) ☻

2007 

Zeitgeist Gestalten 
(comissioned by Direcção Geral das Artes/Ministry of Culture of 
Portugal / Art Base selection - Rhizome.org, New York)



Cabeça 100 gente, dialog among artists, 
abandoned houses of Azóia (Sesimbra)

Add Wood Festival, Purex (Lisbon)

Lisboa/Luanda/Maputo, 
Torre Nascente da Cordoaria Nacional (Lisbon)

Primeira Trienal de Luanda (Luanda)

2006 

Oriki II, Black Contemporary Archives (London)

Réplica e Rebeldia / Instituto Camões 
(itinerant: National Museum of Art of Maputo, Natural History
Museum of Luanda, Museum of Modern Art of Rio de Janeiro, 
Cultural Centre of Bank of Brasil in Brasilia,
Museum of Modern Art of Bahia)

2005 

Movimento, SOSO arte contemporânea _ cidade alta (Luanda)

Oriki, Royal College of Art (London)

2004 

Frutballing, Interaction Design Show, Royal College of Art (London)

Being in Motion, 291 Gallery (London)

Ask the Robot: Programmed!, Pursue The Pulse (New York)
What Do You Mean You Don’t Get It?, 
David Hockney Gallery, Royal College of Art (London)

Interaction Design Work In Progress, 
Henry Moore Gallery, Royal College of Art (London)

Trance It, Camouflage (Brussels)

2002 

Super Stereo Demonstration, ZDB (Lisbon)

2001 

Monandengue / Candengues, Maus Hábitos (Porto)

1998 

Through the Looking Glass, Digital Summer 98, 
Green Room/ZDB (Manchester / Lisbon)

_
☻ Solo exhibition
▲ Residency



www.tiagoborges.online
www.tigochi.com
www.flickr.com/polkatron
www.youtube.com/tigochi
instagram @tigochi

tigochi@me.com
+351 934528029

©Tiago Borges 2022
Homo/Kosmos (cough cough) images by Guillaume Vieira
Amnesia (at Head With Many Thoughts) images by Andrej Vasilenko
C.o.n.s.t.r.u.c.t.i.o.n. images by Filipa Couto


